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Overview

• Real life stack machines: JVM and CLR

• Design philosophies and differences

• Register machines and just-in-time compilation

• Generics in JVM and CLI
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Abbreviations

• CLI: Common Language Infrastructure

• CIL: Common Intermediate Language

• CLR: Common Language Runtime

• JVM: Java Virtual Machine

• JRE: Java Runtime Environment
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Java Bytecode 

• Advantages of intermediate languages

- Portability (just one download)

- Fewer compilers needed 

- Metadata in intermediate language allows for security 
checks
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The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 

•  Well-defined stack-oriented bytecode 

•  Special instructions to support OO, arrays, … 

•  Metadata describing classes, fields, methods 
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Program Compiler Bytecode 
Abstract 
machine 

Output 

Input 
.java javac .class  java, JVM 

.cs csc .exe .NET VM 
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Example Java program
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Example Java program 

class Node extends Object { 

  Node next; 

  Node prev; 

  int item; 

} 

class LinkedList extends Object { 

  Node first, last;  

  void addLast(int item) { 

    Node node = new Node(); 

    node.item = item; 

    if (this.last == null) { 

      this.first = node; 

      this.last = node; 

    } else { 

      this.last.next = node; 

      node.prev = this.last; 

      this.last = node; 

    } 

  } 

  void printForwards() { ... }  

  void printBackwards() { ... }  

} 
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The JVM class file format 
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JVM class file format
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Example Java program 

class Node extends Object { 

  Node next; 

  Node prev; 

  int item; 

} 

class LinkedList extends Object { 

  Node first, last;  

  void addLast(int item) { 

    Node node = new Node(); 

    node.item = item; 

    if (this.last == null) { 

      this.first = node; 

      this.last = node; 

    } else { 

      this.last.next = node; 

      node.prev = this.last; 

      this.last = node; 

    } 

  } 

  void printForwards() { ... }  

  void printBackwards() { ... }  

} 
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The JVM class file format 
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Fixed stack frame layout

• Stack frame format specified by method metadata
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180 The Java Virtual Machine (JVM)

The heap is used for storing values that are created dynamically and whose
lifetimes are hard to predict. In particular, all arrays and objects (including
strings) are stored on the heap. The heap is managed by a garbage collector,
which makes sure that unused values are thrown away so that the memory
they occupy can be reused for new arrays and objects. Chapter 10 discusses
the heap and garbage collection in more detail.

The JVM frame stack is a stack of frames (also called activation records),
containing one frame for each method call that has not yet completed. For
instance, when method main has called method fac on the argument 3, which
has called itself recursively on the argument 2, and so on, the frame stack has
the form shown in Figure 9.1. Thus the stack has exactly the same shape as in
the micro-C abstract machine, see Figure 8.3.

local variables

local evaluation stack

program counter

frame for main()

frame for fac(3)

frame for fac(2)

frame for fac(1)

frame for fac(0)

Figure 9.1: JVM frame stack (left) and layout of a stack frame (right).

Each JVM stack frame has at least the following components:

• local variables for this method;

• the local evaluation stack for this method;

• the program counter (pc) for this method.

The local variables include the method’s parameters, and also the current ob-
ject reference (this) if the method is non-static. The this reference (if any) is
the first local variable, followed by the method’s parameters and the method’s
local variables. In the JVM bytecode, a local variable is named by its index;
this is essentially the local variable’s declaration number. For instance, in a
non-static method, the current object reference (this) has local variable index
0, the first method parameter has index 1, and so on. In an static method, the
first method parameter has index 0, and so on.

In the JVM the size of a value is one 32-bit word (for booleans, bytes, charac-
ters, shorts, integers, floats, references to array or object), or two words (longs
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and doubles). A local variable holding a value of the latter kind occupies two
local variable indexes.

Only primitive type values (int, char, boolean, double, and so on) and ref-
erences can be stored in a local variable or in the local evaluation stack. All
objects and arrays are stored in the heap, but a local variable and the local
evaluation stack can of course hold a reference to a heap-allocated object or
array.

As shown in Figure 9.1, and unlike the abstract machine of Chapter 8, the
JVM keeps the expression evaluation stack separate from the local variables,
and also keeps the frames of different method invocations separate from each
other. All stack frames for a given method must have the same fixed size: the
number of local variables and the maximal depth of the local evaluation stack
must be determined in advance by the Java compiler.

The instructions of a method can operate on:

• the local variables (load variable, store variable) and the local evaluation
stack (duplicate, swap);

• static fields of classes, given a class name and a field name;

• non-static fields of objects, given an object reference and a field name;

• the elements of arrays, given an array reference and an index.

Classes (with their static fields), objects (with their non-static fields), strings,
and arrays are stored in the heap.

9.3.2 The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) bytecode

As can be seen, the JVM is a stack-based machine quite similar to the micro-C
abstract machine studied in Chapter 8. There is a large number of JVM byte-
code instructions, many of which have variants for each argument type. An
instruction name prefix indicates the argument type; see Figure 9.2. For in-
stance, addition of integers is done by instruction iadd, and addition of single-
precision floating-point numbers is done by fadd.

The main categories of JVM instructions are shown in Figure 9.3 along with
the corresponding instructions in Microsoft’s CLI.

The JVM bytecode instructions have symbolic names as indicated above,
and they have fixed numeric codes that are used in JVM class files. A class file
represents a Java class or interface, containing static and non-static field dec-
larations, and static and non-static method declarations. A JVM reads one or
more class files and executes the public static void main(String[]) method
in a designated class.
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Some JVM bytecode instructions
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Some JVM bytecode instructions 

Kind Example instructions 

push constant iconst, ldc, aconst_null, … 

arithmetic iadd, isub, imul, idiv, irem, ineg, iinc, fadd, … 

load local variable iload, aload, fload, … 

store local variable istore, astore, fstore, … 

load array element iaload, baload, aaload, … 

stack manipulation swap, pop, dup, dup_x1, dup_x2, … 

load field getfield, getstatic 

method call invokestatic, invokevirtual, invokespecial 

method return return, ireturn, areturn, freturn, … 

unconditional jump goto 

conditional jump ifeq, ifne, iflt, ifle, …; if_icmpeq, if_icmpne, … 

object-related new, instanceof, checkcast 

Type prefixes: i=int, a=object, f=float, d=double, s=short, b=byte, … 
5 
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JVM bytecode verification 

The JVM bytecode is statically verified before execution: 

•  An instruction must work on stack operands and local variables 
of the correct type 

•  A method must use no more local variables and no more local 
stack positions than it claims to 

•  For every point in the bytecode, the local stack has the same 
depth whenever that point is reached 

•  A method must throw no more exceptions than it admits to 

•  The execution of a method must end with a return or throw 
instruction, not `fall off the end' 

•  Execution must not use one half of a two-word value (e.g. a 
long) as a one-word value (int) 
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JVM bytecode verification

• JVM bytecode is statically verified before execution

- An instruction must work on stack operands and variables 
of the right type

- A method must use no more local variables and no more 
local stack positions than it claims to

- For every point in the bytecode, the local stack has the 
same depth every time it is reached

- A method must not throw more exceptions than it admits

- A method must end with a return value or throw 
instruction

- Method must not use one half of a two word value
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Additional JVM runtime checks

• Array bounds check

• Array assignment type checks

• Null reference checks

• Checked casts

• Bottom line: 

- A JVM program cannot read or overwrite arbitrary 
memory

- Better debugging, better security

- No buffer overflow attacks, worms, etc as in C/C++
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Common Language Infrastructure

• Much the same philosophy as JVM, but

- Many source languages: C#, VB.NET, F#, SML, JScript, Eiffel, 
Ruby

- Tail calls support functional languages

- True generics in byte-code: safer and faster

- User-defined structs

• The .exe-file = stub + bytecode

• Standardized as Ecma-335
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Language integration in CLI

• To integrate a new language on the .NET platform 
write a compiler to CIL

• Advantages

- Users can use .NET class library from new language

- New language program can communicate with programs 
written in other .NET programming languages

- Programs in new language can run on all machines with 
CLI installed

12
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Some .NET CLI bytecode instructions

13
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The .NET Common Language 
Infrastructure (CLI, CLR) 

•  Much the same philosophy and design as 

JVM, but with some improvements: 

– Standardized bytecode assembly format 

– Better versioning, strongnames, … 

– Designed as target for multiple source languages 

(C#, VB.NET, JScript, Eiffel, F#, Python, Ruby, …) 

– User-defined value types (structs) 

– Tail calls to support functional languages 

– True generic types in bytecode: safer, more 
efficient, and more complex… 

•  The .exe file = stub + bytecode 

•  Standardized as Ecma-335 

Some .NET CLI bytecode instructions 

Kind Example instructions 

push constant ldc.i4, ldc.r8, ldnull, ldstr, ldtoken 

arithmetic add, sub, mul, div, rem, neg; add.ovf, sub.ovf, … 

load local variable ldloc, ldarg 

store local variable stloc, starg 

load array element ldelem.i1, ldelem.i2, ldelem.i4, ldelem.r8 

stack manipulation pop, dup 

load field ldfld, ldstfld 

method call call, calli, callvirt 

method return ret 

unconditional jump br 

conditional jump brfalse, brtrue; beq, bge, bgt, ble, blt, …; bge.un … 

object-related newobj, isinst, castclass 

Type suffixes: i1=byte, i2=short, i4=int, i8=long, r4=float, r8=double, … 
10 
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Disassembling machine code
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class Selsort {
  public static void Main(String[] args) {
    int count = 10;
    int[] arr = new int[count];
    for (int i=0; i<count; i++)
      arr[i] = rnd.Next(1000000);
    SelectionSort(arr);
    for (int i=0; i<count; i++)
      Console.Write(arr[i] + " ");
    Console.WriteLine();
  }

  public static readonly Random rnd = new Random(); 

  public static void SelectionSort(int[] arr) {
    for (int i = 0; i < arr.Length; i++) {
      int least = i;                                      
      for (int j = i+1; j < arr.Length; j++)
!     if (arr[j] < arr[least])
!       least = j;
        int tmp = arr[i]; arr[i] = arr[least]; arr[least] = tmp;
      }
    }
  }

On Visual Studio command prompt:
ildasm /text Selsort.exe > Selsort.il

Using Mono:
monodis Selsort.exe > Selsort.il
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Disassembler result
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.assembly extern mscorlib
{
  .ver 2:0:0:0
  .publickeytoken = (B7 7A 5C 56 19 34 E0 89 ) // .z\V.4..
}
.assembly 'Selsort'
{
  .custom instance void class 
...
}
.module Selsort.exe // GUID = {0B353AFE-D61F-4602-A61E-27902343019F}

  .class private auto ansi beforefieldinit Selsort
  ! extends [mscorlib]System.Object
  {
    .field  public static initonly  class [mscorlib]System.Random rnd
...
    // method line 4
    .method public static hidebysig 
           default void SelectionSort (int32[] arr)  cil managed 
    {
        // Method begins at RVA 0x2170
! // Code size 72 (0x48)
! .maxstack 5
! .locals init (
! ! int32! V_0,
! ! int32! V_1,
! ! int32! V_2,
! ! int32! V_3)
! IL_0000:  ldc.i4.0 
! IL_0001:  stloc.0 
! IL_0002:  br IL_003e
...

Rasmus Ejlers Møgelberg

Metadata and decompilation

• The .class and .exe files contain metadata: names 
and types of fields, methods, classes

• One can decompile bytecode into programs:

• For Java use Jdec or Jad

• Bad for protecting intellectual property

• Bytecode obfuscators make decompilation harder

16
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Metadata and decompilers 

•  The .class and .exe files contains metadata: names 
and types of fields, methods, classes 

•  One can decompile bytecode into programs: 

Program Compiler Bytecode 

.cs csc .exe 

•  For Java, use Jdec or Jad or … 

•  Bad for protecting intellectual property 

•  Bytecode obfuscators make decompilation harder 

Reflector 

decompiler 

Just-in-time (JIT) compilation 

•  Bytecode is compiled to real (e.g. x86) machine 
code at runtime to get speed comparable to C/C++ 

Program Compiler Bytecode 
Abstract 
machine 

Output 

Input 
.cs csc .exe .NET VM 

Bytecode 
JIT 

compiler 
x86  
code 

x86 cpu 
hardware 

Output 

Input 
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Just in time compilation
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Metadata and decompilers 

•  The .class and .exe files contains metadata: names 
and types of fields, methods, classes 

•  One can decompile bytecode into programs: 

Program Compiler Bytecode 

.cs csc .exe 

•  For Java, use Jdec or Jad or … 

•  Bad for protecting intellectual property 

•  Bytecode obfuscators make decompilation harder 

Reflector 

decompiler 

Just-in-time (JIT) compilation 

•  Bytecode is compiled to real (e.g. x86) machine 
code at runtime to get speed comparable to C/C++ 

Program Compiler Bytecode 
Abstract 
machine 

Output 

Input 
.cs csc .exe .NET VM 

Bytecode 
JIT 

compiler 
x86  
code 

x86 cpu 
hardware 

Output 

Input 
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Just-in-time compilation in example

• Running virtual machine means reading 
instructions, branching to code (switch statement)

• Compiled code much faster

19

  static int ExecCode(int[] p, int[] s, int[] iargs,
                      IEnumerator<int> inputs, bool trace) {
    int bp = -999;  // Base pointer, for accessing local
    int sp = -1;    // Stack top pointer: current top of stack
    int pc = 0;     // Program counter: next instruction
    for (;;) {
      if (trace) 
        PrintSpPc(s, bp, sp, p, pc);
      switch ((Opcode)p[pc++]) {
      case Opcode.CSTI:
        s[sp+1] = p[pc++]; sp++; break;
      case Opcode.ADD: 
        s[sp-1] = s[sp-1] + s[sp]; sp--; break;
      case Opcode.SUB: 
        s[sp-1] = s[sp-1] - s[sp]; sp--; break;

 ...
}

// Input file

CSTI 2
CSTI 3
ADD
...

// Compiled version

s[sp++] = 2;
s[sp++] = 3;
s[sp-1] = s[sp-1] + s[sp];
sp--; 

Rasmus Ejlers Møgelberg

Register machines, principle

20
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“Real” machines: The x86 

•  The x86 is the dominant desktop and laptop 

(and server?) CPU architecture 

•  Other architectures (Hitachi H8, ARM, TI) 

dominate embedded systems, PDAs, mobile 
phones, … 95-98% of all CPUs 

•  IBM zSeries dominate mainframe market; 
complicated and expensive but very fast 

•  8086 ! 80286 ! 386 ! 486 ! Pentium ! 
Pentium Pro ! Pentium II ! Pentium III ! 

Pentium 4 (dying out) 
! Pentium III ! Pentium M ! Core ! Core 

2 (x86-64) ! Core 2 Duo ! Intel i7 

20 
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Register machines, principle 

Registers Arithmetic 

and logic 
unit 

RAM 

B
u
s
 

I/O  

controllers 

Disk 

Net 

Display 

etc 
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x86 instruction set

• Binary and unary operations such as ADD etc

- work on contents of registers, store result in registers

• Move data between registers and memory

• Calling procedures

• Returning from procedures

• Jumps and conditional jumps

• ...

21
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Register allocation

• CPU’s such as x86 have a small (usually 16-32) 
number of registers

• Many of these serve specific purposes

• Not all program variables can be stored in 
registers

• Compiler must decide when to store values in 
memory and what to keep in registers

• Accessing memory takes much time compared to 
basic CPU instructions

22
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Compiling from stack to register machine

• Stack in memory (always cached)

• Stack pointer in special register

• Sometimes also stack top in register

• Binary operations such as add compiled as follows

- First load two top stack elements to registers

- Add elements 

- Store result on stack

- decrement stack pointer

• Compiler does optimizations

23

Generics in CLI and 
JVM
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Generics

• Generics in JVM implemented by front-end

- Replacing all occurrences of generic type by Object

- Inserting type conversions appropriate places

• Generics supported directly by CLI

25
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Generics example
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190 Generic types in CLI and JVM

JVM | CIL | Source
-----------------------------+--------------------------------+-----------

0 aload_0 | IL_0000: ldarg.0 | args
1 iconst_0 | IL_0001: ldc.i4.0 |
2 aaload | IL_0002: ldelem.ref | args[0]
3 invokestatic #2 (...) | IL_0003: call (...) | parse int
6 istore_1 | IL_0008: stloc.0 | n = ...
7 sipush 1889 | IL_0009: ldc.i4 0x761 |

10 istore_2 | IL_000e: stloc.1 | y = 1889;
11 goto 43 | IL_000f: br.s IL_002f | while (...) {
14 iload_2 | IL_0011: ldloc.1 |
15 iconst_1 | IL_0012: ldc.i4.1 |
16 iadd | IL_0013: add |
17 istore_2 | IL_0014: stloc.1 | y = y + 1;
18 iload_2 | IL_0015: ldloc.1 |
19 iconst_4 | IL_0016: ldc.i4.4 |
20 irem | IL_0017: rem |
21 ifne 31 | IL_0018: brtrue.s IL_0020 | y % 4 == 0
24 iload_2 | IL_001a: ldloc.1 |
25 bipush 100 | IL_001b: ldc.i4.s 100 |
27 irem | IL_001d: rem |
28 ifne 39 | IL_001e: brtrue.s IL_0029 | y % 100 != 0
31 iload_2 | IL_0020: ldloc.1 |
32 sipush 400 | IL_0021: ldc.i4 0x190 |
35 irem | IL_0026: rem |
36 ifne 43 | IL_0027: brtrue.s IL_002f | y % 400 == 0
39 iload_2 | IL_0029: ldloc.1 |
40 invokestatic #3 (...) | IL_002a: call (...) | print y
43 iload_2 | IL_002f: ldloc.1 |
44 iload_1 | IL_0030: ldloc.0 |
45 if_icmplt 14 | IL_0031: blt.s IL_0011 | (y < n) }
48 bipush 10 | IL_0033: ldc.i4.s 10 |
50 invokestatic #4 (...) | IL_0035: call (...) | newline
53 return | IL_003a: ret | return

Figure 9.9: Similarity of bytecode generated from Java source and the C#
source in Figure 9.8.
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class CircularQueue<T> {
private readonly T[] items;
private int count = 0, deqAt = 0;
...
public CircularQueue(int capacity) {
this.items = new T[capacity];

}
public T Dequeue() {
if (count > 0) {
count--;
T result = items[deqAt];
items[deqAt] = default(T);
deqAt = (deqAt+1) % items.Length;
return result;

} else
throw new ApplicationException("Queue empty");

}
public void Enqueue(T x) { ... }

}

Figure 9.10: A generic class implementing a circular queue, in C#.

bytecode level, taking type parameter T which is used in the types of the class’s
fields and its methods.

Contrast this with Figure 9.12, which shows the JVM bytecode obtained
from a Java version of the same circular queue class. There is no type parame-
ter on the class, and the methods have return type and parameter type Object,
so the class is not generic at the JVM level.

9.5.2 Consequences for Java

The absence of generic types in the JVM bytecode has some interesting conse-
quences for the Java language, not only for the JVM:

• Since type parameters are replaced by type Object in the bytecode, a
type argument in Java must be a reference type such as Double; it cannot
be a primitive type such as double. This incurs run-time wrapping and
unwrapping costs in Java.

• Since type parameters do not exist in the bytecode, in Java one cannot
reliably perform a cast (T)e to a type parameter, one cannot use a type
parameter in an instance test (e instanceof T), and one cannot perform
reflection T.class on a type parameter.
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Generics in intermediate language

• CLI

• JVM
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192 Generic types in CLI and JVM

.class private auto ansi beforefieldinit CircularQueue‘1<T>

extends [mscorlib]System.Object

{

.field private initonly !T[] items

...

.method public hidebysig instance !T Dequeue() cil managed { ... }

.method public hidebysig instance void Enqueue(!T x) cil managed { ... }

}

Figure 9.11: CLI bytecode, with generic types, for generic class CircularQueue

in Figure 9.10. The class takes one type parameter, hence the ‘1 suffix on the
name; the type parameter is called T; and the methods have return type and
parameter type T — in the bytecode, this is written !T.

class CircularQueue extends java.lang.Object{

...

public java.lang.Object dequeue(); ...

public void enqueue(java.lang.Object); ...

}

Figure 9.12: JVM bytecode, without generic types, for a Java version of generic
class CircularQueue in Figure 9.10. The class takes no type parameters, and
the methods have return type and parameter type Object.

Decompilers for Java and C# 193

• Since a type parameter is replaced by Object or another type bound, in
Java one cannot overload method parameters on different type instances
of a generic type. For instance, one cannot overload method put on two
type instances of CircularQueue<T>, like this:

void put(CircularQueue<Double> cqd) { ... }

void put(CircularQueue<Integer> cqd) { ... }

Namely, in the bytecode the parameter type would be just CircularQueue
in both cases, so the two methods cannot be distinguished.

• Since type parameters do not exist in the bytecode, in Java one can-
not create an array whose element type involves a type parameter, as
in arr=new T[capacity]. The reason is that when the element type of
an array is a reference type, then every assignment arr[i]=o to an ar-
ray element must check that the run-time type of o is a subtype of the
actual element type with which the array was created at run-time; see
Section 4.9.1. Since the type parameter does not exist in the bytecode,
it cannot be used as actual element type, so this array element assign-
ment check cannot be performed. Therefore it is necessary to forbid the
creation of an array instance whose element type involves a generic type
parameter. (However, it is harmless to declare a variable of generic array
type, as in T[] arr; — this does not produce an array instance).

It follows that the array creation in the constructor in Figure 9.10 would
be illegal in Java. A generic circular queue in Java would instead store
the queue’s elements in an ArrayList<T>, which is invariant in its type
parameter and therefore does not need the assignment check; see Sec-
tion 6.6.

9.6 Decompilers for Java and C#

Because of the need to perform load-time checking (‘verification’, see Section 9.3.4)
of the bytecode in JVM and .NET CLI, the compiled bytecode files contain
much so-called metadata, such as the name of classes and interfaces; the name
and type of fields; the name, return type and parameter types of methods; and
so on. For this reason, and because the Java and C# compilers generate rel-
atively straightforward bytecode, one can usually decompile the bytecode files
to obtain source programs (in Java or C#) that are very similar to the originals.

For instance, Figure 9.13 shows the result of decompiling the .NET CLI
bytecode in Figure 9.9, using the Reflector tool [121] originally developed by

192 Generic types in CLI and JVM

.class private auto ansi beforefieldinit CircularQueue‘1<T>

extends [mscorlib]System.Object

{

.field private initonly !T[] items
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.method public hidebysig instance !T Dequeue() cil managed { ... }

.method public hidebysig instance void Enqueue(!T x) cil managed { ... }

}
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the methods have return type and parameter type Object.
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• Since a type parameter is replaced by Object or another type bound, in
Java one cannot overload method parameters on different type instances
of a generic type. For instance, one cannot overload method put on two
type instances of CircularQueue<T>, like this:

void put(CircularQueue<Double> cqd) { ... }

void put(CircularQueue<Integer> cqd) { ... }

Namely, in the bytecode the parameter type would be just CircularQueue
in both cases, so the two methods cannot be distinguished.

• Since type parameters do not exist in the bytecode, in Java one can-
not create an array whose element type involves a type parameter, as
in arr=new T[capacity]. The reason is that when the element type of
an array is a reference type, then every assignment arr[i]=o to an ar-
ray element must check that the run-time type of o is a subtype of the
actual element type with which the array was created at run-time; see
Section 4.9.1. Since the type parameter does not exist in the bytecode,
it cannot be used as actual element type, so this array element assign-
ment check cannot be performed. Therefore it is necessary to forbid the
creation of an array instance whose element type involves a generic type
parameter. (However, it is harmless to declare a variable of generic array
type, as in T[] arr; — this does not produce an array instance).

It follows that the array creation in the constructor in Figure 9.10 would
be illegal in Java. A generic circular queue in Java would instead store
the queue’s elements in an ArrayList<T>, which is invariant in its type
parameter and therefore does not need the assignment check; see Sec-
tion 6.6.

9.6 Decompilers for Java and C#

Because of the need to perform load-time checking (‘verification’, see Section 9.3.4)
of the bytecode in JVM and .NET CLI, the compiled bytecode files contain
much so-called metadata, such as the name of classes and interfaces; the name
and type of fields; the name, return type and parameter types of methods; and
so on. For this reason, and because the Java and C# compilers generate rel-
atively straightforward bytecode, one can usually decompile the bytecode files
to obtain source programs (in Java or C#) that are very similar to the originals.

For instance, Figure 9.13 shows the result of decompiling the .NET CLI
bytecode in Figure 9.9, using the Reflector tool [121] originally developed by
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CLI generics at run-time

• Class objects constructed for each constructed 
type A<B> used

• Classes constructed with reference types may use 
different field layouts from instantiations with value 
types

• This is not possible in Java and makes C# generic 
types faster
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Strange consequences
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// Example 120 from page 91 of Java Precisely second edition (The MIT Press 2005)
// Author: Peter Sestoft (sestoft@itu.dk)

import java.util.*;

class G<T> { ... }

class Example120 {
  public static void main(String[] args) {
    new F<Double>().M();
  }
}

class F<T> {
  public void M() {
    T[] tarr;                              // Legal declaration 
    G<T>[] ctarr;                          // Legal declaration
    G<Integer>[] ciarr;                    // Legal declaration

    // tarr = new T[5];                    // Illegal generic array creation
    // ctarr = new G<T>[5];                // Illegal generic array creation
    // ciarr = new G<Integer>[5];          // Illegal generic array creation

    ArrayList<T> tlist;                    // Legal declaration
    ArrayList<G<T>> ctlist;                // Legal declaration
    ArrayList<G<Integer>> cilist;          // Legal declaration

    tlist = new ArrayList<T>();            // Legal arraylist creation
    ctlist = new ArrayList<G<T>>();        // Legal arraylist creation
    cilist = new ArrayList<G<Integer>>();  // Legal arraylist creation
  }
}
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Arrays are covariant 

• In both C# and Java arrays are covariant data types

• Subtyping of reference types is inherited by arrays

• Insertions are type-checked at runtime

• new T[5] would create at runtime an array of 
type Object 

• This makes insertion type-checks impossible!

30

Student[] sa = new Student[5];
...
Person[] pa = sa;
pa[4] = new Person();

Runtime error!
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Summary

• JVM and CLI are stack machines

• Designed for secure execution of programs 
distributed on web

• CLI intended as a platform for executing programs 
written in different languages

• CLI supports many features not supported by JVM 
including generics 

• Programs are just-in-time compiled before run, not 
actually executed in VM
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